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HOW VIETNAMESE COMPANIES AND INTERNATIONAL FINANCIERS ARE DRIVING A LAND GRABBING CRISIS IN CAMBODIA AND LAOS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Cambodia and Laos are in the grip of a land grabbing crisis, driven by Vietnamese ‘rubber barons’. This report reveals how two of Vietnam’s largest companies, Hoang Anh Gia Lai (HAGL) and the Vietnam Rubber Group (VRG), have leased vast tracts of land for plantations in Laos and Cambodia, with disastrous consequences for local communities and the environment. Close ties to corrupt political and business elites provide them with impunity, deals are cloaked in secrecy and they are bankrolled by international finance such as Deutsche Bank and the International Finance Corporation (IFC).

The huge pressure for land to plant rubber is driven by high prices and soaring international demand, especially from China. As the third-largest producer of rubber globally, Vietnam is a key global player, and HAGL and VRG dominate its domestic production. With limits on the land available at home, both companies have turned to neighbouring Cambodia and Laos.

The governments in Cambodia and Laos are allocating large areas of land and ignoring laws designed to protect human rights and the environment. By the end of 2012, 2.6 million hectares of land in Cambodia had been leased, 1.2 million of this for rubber. Twenty percent of this land has been allocated to just five of Cambodia’s most powerful tycoons – simply the latest example of how the country’s valuable natural resources have been captured by an elite growing spectacularly rich while one third of the population lives on less than US$0.61 a day. Meanwhile, in Laos, at least 1.1 million hectares has been given to land concessionaires in a process marked by lack of consultation and forced evictions.

The negative impact of VRG and HAGL’s activities is hard to overstate. Often the first people know about either company being given their land is when the bulldozers arrive. Families affected are impoverished, face food and water shortages and get little or no compensation. Indigenous minority peoples’ spirit forests and burial grounds have been destroyed. When they resist, communities face violence, arrest and detention, often at the hands of armed security forces who are on the investors’ payroll.

Both companies are involved in clear-felling intact forest within and beyond their concession boundaries, contrary to provisions in law. HAGL is alleged to have contracted a powerful Cambodian tycoon to clear and process timber from its concessions. Member companies of VRG appear to have high-level connections with Cambodian government officials and have partnered with a notorious illegal logging syndicate.

Corporate secrecy has been a critical factor enabling HAGL and VRG to hide their beneficial ownership of rubber holdings, which has apparently allowed them to exceed Cambodia’s legal threshold on concession holdings by five and sixteen times respectively.

Government officials in Cambodia and Laos are a key part of this problem. They have licensed concessions in contravention of their own laws and have failed to take action when HAGL and VRG openly ignore these same laws. Nevertheless, this in no way vindicates HAGL or VRG for failing to take responsibility for their illegal activities, and both companies must urgently be held accountable.

Rubber Barons is the first exposé of the role of international financiers in these land grabs. Deutsche Bank has multi-million dollar holdings in both companies, while the IFC – the financing arm of the World Bank - invests in HAGL. These investments contrast starkly with both institutions’ public commitments to ethical and sustainable practices, as well as the World Bank’s core mandate to end poverty.

This report also highlights the dearth of international regulations to prevent companies and financiers fuelling land grabbing in the world’s poorest countries. The following action is urgently required:

- The governments of Cambodia and Laos should cancel the concessions of the following companies: Heng Brother, CRD, Hoang Anh Oyadav, Hoang Anh Mang Yang, Krong Buk, Dong Phu, Dong Nai, Tan Bien, Hoang Anh Attapeu Company, LVFG, HAGL Xekong and Viet-Lao Company;
- Both governments should suspend all other VRG and HAGL – related operations, fully investigate the companies’ operations and initiate prosecutions where illegal activities are found;
- Both governments should also halt illegal logging operations associated with these concessions and prosecute all those involved;
- Deutsche Bank and the IFC should take urgent steps to ensure that HAGL and VRG comply with the financial institutions’ legal and corporate environmental and social requirements. Both financial institutions should divest from HAGL and VRG if the companies have not fully undertaken such reforms within six months;
- The IFC must undertake a wider review of its lending to financial intermediaries and develop a strategy to improve the transparency and accountability of such investments;
- All governments must create and enforce internationally applicable regulations to tackle land grabbing. G8 leaders should make a time-bound pledge at their June 2013 summit to regulate the overseas land-based investment activities of companies registered within their own countries. Governments around the world should implement the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure, including their incorporation into a set of legally binding standards of conduct for companies investing in land.
1. The new rubber barons – Hoang Anh Gia Lai and the Vietnam Rubber Group – are devastating local livelihoods and the environment in their rush for rubber:
   • Local villages impacted by rubber concessions owned by or affiliated with these companies have lost vast tracts of land and forests. As a result, households are facing impoverishment, while spirit forests and burial grounds have been destroyed;
   • Indigenous ethnic minorities have disproportionately borne the brunt of these impacts, despite their rights to land and resources given special protection under international law;
   • These companies, or groups affiliated with them, are responsible for illegal clearance of intact forest – including rosewood and other protected species – both within and beyond their concession boundaries;
   • Employment opportunities on HAGL and VRG plantations are often limited. Where they do exist, working conditions are poor.

2. Hoang Anh Gia Lai and the Vietnam Rubber Group have systematically ignored the law:
   • Hoang Anh Gia Lai and companies affiliated with it appear to have been allocated a total of 81,919 hectares of land. Of this, 47,370 hectares are in Cambodia, which has a legal limit of only 10,000 hectares per company;
   • The Vietnam Rubber Group and companies affiliated with it appear to have been allocated a total of 200,237 hectares of land, of which 161,344 hectares are in Cambodia. This suggests that VRG and its affiliates’ collective holdings are over sixteen times the legal size limit;
   • The ability of both companies to exceed the legal threshold for concession holdings in Cambodia appears to be as a result of hiding their beneficial ownership behind complex layers of shell companies;
   • Both companies have cultivated connections with senior members of Cambodia’s political elite and have hired members of the armed security forces to guard their concessions;
   • Both companies have openly ignored legal environmental and social safeguards, so far with impunity. Hoang Anh Gia Lai publicly admit that their operations in both countries are not in line with the law;
   • Global Witness presented the evidence in this report to HAGL and VRG in August 2012, requesting that they, at a minimum, bring their operations in line with national law, initiate a dispute resolution process with affected communities and publicly disclose key documents. Neither company appears to have taken any of these actions since then.

3. The International Finance Corporation and Deutsche Bank are financing the operations of Hoang Anh Gia Lai and the Vietnam Rubber Group, in violation of their own social and environmental commitments:
   • The International Finance Corporation currently invests US$14.95 million in a Vietnamese fund which holds nearly five percent equity in Hoang Anh Gia Lai;
   • Deutsche Bank has a number of institutional relationships with Hoang Anh Gia Lai, including holding 3.4 million of its shares, worth approximately US$4.5 million. The Bank also holds 1.2 million shares in Vietnam Rubber Group member company Dong Phu, currently worth US$3.3 million;
   • Neither the International Finance Corporation nor Deutsche Bank undertook adequate due diligence on HAGL and VRG and, as a result, have failed to uphold their own environmental and social commitments.

4. The evidence presented in this report fits with a wider pattern of failures of governance and human rights abuses occurring in Cambodia and Laos:
   • By the end of 2012, the Cambodian government had leased 2.6 million hectares as concessions. This is equivalent to 73% of the country’s arable land and has affected 400,000 people in twelve provinces alone;
   • The Lao government has allocated at least 1.1 million hectares as concessions, equivalent to five percent of the national territory. This has impacted on an estimated 13% of all villages nationwide;
   • In both countries land concessions have been allocated within national parks and are recognised as the main driver of deforestation;
   • Affected communities and civil society groups who speak out against these concessions face increasing threats and human rights violations perpetrated by the companies and government authorities. When people have attempted to get their land and forests back, they have been threatened, detained and even shot at by security forces on the payroll of concessionaires.

5. There is a stark absence of binding international frameworks which can tackle the land grabbing and illegal operations of companies such as Hoang Anh Gia Lai and the Vietnam Rubber Group. Such frameworks are urgently needed to prevent abuses in countries like Cambodia and Laos, where their governments fail to implement laws designed to protect ordinary citizens.

When asked, HAGL confirmed holding rubber plantations totalling 46,752 hectares in Cambodia and Laos but denied knowledge of any disputes with local communities or involvement in illegal activities. VRG meanwhile stated the evidence presented to them was not true, but declined to confirm the status or holdings of its rubber operations in either country.
Why high prices and soaring demand are fuelling a

RUSH FOR RUBBER

Villagers look out over the land and forest they recently lost to a HAGL subsidiary company’s rubber concession, Cambodia, 2013.
A century ago, ‘rubber barons’ terrorised large parts of Latin America, using private armies to grab huge tracts of land, destroying forests and forcing indigenous communities to work on the plantations that had displaced them. Today, high prices and soaring demand for natural rubber are fuelling a new boom and driving a quest for land across Southeast Asia, with devastating social and environmental consequences. International attention has focused on land-grabs for production of food and fuel, but in this region it is the potential gains from rubber production that are driving the rush for land.

The 21st century’s rubber barons are Vietnamese companies and their quest for rubber centres on Cambodia and Laos, where their operations are bankrolled by major western financial institutions and hidden behind a veil of secrecy. This report looks in detail at the holdings, activities and impacts of Vietnam’s two most significant players in the sector: the privately owned company Hoang Anh Gia Lai and the state-owned Vietnam Rubber Group.

Natural rubber is resilient, elastic, durable and most importantly, water-resistant. This makes it a competitive material in the transport, industrial and medical sectors, and one that cannot be easily substituted by synthetic rubber derived from petrochemicals.

Transportation is by far the largest single end market for natural rubber, with tyres and tyre products alone accounting for over 50% of consumption. The remaining natural rubber market is for general rubber goods (clothing and footwear), contraceptives and surgical gloves.

The price and demand for natural rubber are closely linked to that for synthetic rubber, which is in turn strongly influenced by oil prices. Demand for natural rubber rises as oil prices rise. In the current context of high oil prices and increasing demand for natural rubber, pressure is increasing on the land where it can be grown.

Natural rubber (hevea brasiliensis) is native to the Amazon rainforest but today most rubber is produced in South and Southeast Asia, with small quantities grown in tropical West Africa. Rubber trees take six to seven years to mature, after which the liquid rubber (latex) is hand-harvested through a process known as ‘tapping’.

Between 1961 and 2005, global natural rubber production grew on average 3.4% a year. Today, six countries – Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, India, Vietnam and China – account for approximately 90% of global production, with the majority (70%) coming from just three countries (Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia). Smallholders generate up 80-85% of this production and the area under their control has tripled since 1970, while production from large-scale plantations has remained constant.

By 2012 Vietnam’s domestic rubber plantations covered 834,000 hectares (ha), reaching the government’s targets for 2015 early and making it the third largest global producer of natural rubber. Vietnam exports rubber to 50 countries. Of these, China is the country’s most significant market for unprocessed rubber, whereas the majority of processed rubber is exported to the USA and Japan. The rise in prominence of Vietnam in the global rubber supply chain has increased the economic reach and influence of its two main producers, Hoang Anh Gia Lai and the Vietnam Rubber Group.

Global natural rubber production is forecast to reach nine million tonnes by 2020 whilst demand is estimated at around 11.5 million tonnes, leaving a potential annual global shortfall of 2.5 million tonnes. Of this increase in demand, one third will come from China. Surging demand and tight supply resulted in a ten-fold increase in natural rubber price between 2001 and 2011. Prices in 2012 averaged US$3,600 per tonne, and are set to remain at this level due to rising oil prices, thus sustaining the demand for land.

High prices, rising Chinese demand and Vietnam’s growing role as producer and trader, combine to increase pressure for land in neighbouring Cambodia and Laos. As described in the next section, the way in which land concessions are currently managed in both countries primarily benefits only the elite, whilst the costs are paid by poor rural communities and their surrounding forest ecosystems. In this context, the Vietnamese rubber barons’ ruthless drive to open up new frontiers has proved devastating.

Losing the forest is like losing life”
- A village elder describes the impact of Hoang Anh Mang Yang’s forest clearance.
Community groups protesting against land grabs clash with Cambodian police in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, December 2012. Credit: Jeff Vize/LICADHO
Major Asian producers are responding to threats to the expansion of rubber production areas, such as labour shortages and economic incentives to switch to palm oil, by looking across their borders. For the Vietnamese rubber industry, the geographical, historical and political proximity of Cambodia and Laos make them the primary targets for this expansion.

Despite smallholder rubber tappers taking a central role in global production historically, current expansion in these countries is primarily based on large-scale models, with investors gaining rights to anything up to 30,000ha of land at a time. This ties in with a recent escalation in the allocation of large areas of land to private companies by the governments of Cambodia and Laos, which have both shown scant regard for the social and environmental impacts.

Cambodia

Agricultural investment in Cambodia is urgently needed: 80% of the population is rural and one third remains below the national poverty line (US$0.61/day). But despite agriculture being a national development priority, investment in rural farmers is being neglected because the government is carving up and leasing out arable land to companies under the economic land concession (ELC) model. As of late 2012, 2.6 million ha of land had been leased as ELCs, equivalent to 73% of the country’s arable land, and almost equal to the area currently under rice production (Cambodia’s staple crop). This is an increase in concession leases of 16.7% from 2011.

ELCs are governed by legal safeguards intended to ensure national economic benefits and prevent negative environmental and social impacts. Only ‘state private land’ – a category which excludes areas of public interest, such as forests – can be leased out, the maximum area one company can be given is 10,000ha, forested land must be protected and potentially affected local residents must be consulted. However, application of these safeguards is weak and uneven, a problem exacerbated by the fact that millions of rural Cambodians do not have secure titles to their land. Cambodia’s indigenous minorities have suffered particularly acutely. Although their collective land rights are
Box 1: Prime Minister Hun Sen’s attempts to reform ELCs and how they have further undermined indigenous people’s land rights

In what many interpreted as preparation for the 2013 general election, on 7 May 2012 Prime Minister Hun Sen announced a moratorium on the granting of new land concessions and a review of existing ones (Directive 01BB). A loophole in this ban, however, allowed an unspecified number of ELCs that were allegedly ‘already in the pipeline’ to be issued after the ban. As a result, between the ban’s announcement and the end of 2012, ELCs totalling 208,805 ha were granted, 54% of which were for rubber production.

The review of existing ELCs under Directive 01BB is being implemented via a rapid land demarcation and titling ‘campaign’, undertaken by land ministry officials with support from volunteer students. The stated intention of the campaign is to issue over 700,000 titles to more than 1.8 million ha of land before the July 2013 general election. By January 2013, 250,000 ha of land had reportedly been taken from ELCs and returned to local people and an estimated 110,000 private titles had been issued.

However, the campaign has been widely criticised by civil society. In particular, the use of student volunteers in military uniforms to undertake rapid dispute resolution and land demarcation, with little training and no independent oversight, has been questioned. A March 2013 NGO study in Ratanakiri province revealed that implementation of Directive 01BB has been particularly problematic in indigenous minority communities:

- Directive 01BB has been implemented in villages undergoing communal land titling. Indigenous families in these areas reported being threatened with losing all rights to their land if they did not forgo registering their communal lands and accept private titles;
- 25 out of the 26 villages assessed were dissatisfied with the implementation of Directive 01BB because: it didn’t secure their communal land (a right in law); has in fact increased land loss; the one-month process provided them with no time to complain about boundary inaccuracies and as a result has further fuelled inter-village disputes.

The study also noted that in Ratanakiri, civil society groups working on indigenous land and natural resource tenure were ordered to stay away from villages undergoing the 01BB process, which has meant they have been unable to monitor the titling process or evaluate its results.

From the perspective of the ELC lease-holders, meanwhile, it is not clear how this removal of land from their concession areas relates to the legal framework, or their pre-existing contracts with the government.
As of late 2012, equivalent to 73% of the Cambodia’s arable land had been leased to investors."

protected by law, the process of communal land titling has been very slow and as a result they have lost significant areas of land as many ELCs have been sited in the regions where they live. Consequently, it is estimated that land-grabbing through ELCs has affected 400,000 Cambodians in twelve provinces alone since 2003. Protests against the concessions’ advance are rising rapidly; in 2012 the government arrested more than twice as many people during housing and land disputes as in 2011. Recently, ELC allocation appears to have been deliberately concentrated in protected areas, with over 70% of the concessions given out in 2012 situated inside national parks, wildlife sanctuaries and protected forests.

ELC allocation has historically been plagued by secrecy and associated with significant human rights violations. ELCs have made disappointing economic contributions and been used as a cover for illegal logging. The involvement of senior Cambodian Peoples’ Party (CPP) senator-tycoons has been well documented. According to the government’s own statistics, five of these tycoons hold 20% of total land allocated through concessions, amounting to more than half a million hectares. The government’s ELC model has attracted significant international criticism, as exemplified by a recent statement from the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Cambodia, Professor Subedi: "The current climate of development [in Cambodia] is characterized by low transparency and uneven access to information, inadequate consultation, and participation which is not inclusive, and, in my view, is unsustainable and likely to hamper future national economic growth". Rubber plantations cover 1.2 million ha in Cambodia and, according to government statistics, make up 80% of total ELCs. Based on figures seen by Global Witness, 14% of these concessions are owned by Vietnam. Cambodian rubber exports currently generate around US$200 million a year, making it the world’s ninth largest natural rubber producer. In February 2013 Prime Minister Hun Sen made his future intentions for the sector clear by announcing that one in ten Cambodians would soon be working in rubber. In response to criticism that this rubber boom is fuelling deforestation, he used the same speech to state that rubber plantations protect the environment as they are considered by the government to be forest.

Land grabbing in Cambodia is just the most recent example of how the country’s natural resources have been captured by its elite. Its forests, described by the World Bank in the 1990s as the country’s “most developmentally significant resource”, are now largely degraded. Forest cover fell from 73% of total land mass in the 1990s to 57% by 2010. As documented by previous Global Witness investigations, Cambodia’s most valuable timber has been sold by its political elite to private companies, and the vast wealth generated from this logging never reached the national budget, instead appearing to go directly to the private bank accounts of the loggers and their political patrons. Cambodia’s forests are theoretically protected by law: forested areas are classified as ‘state public property’ and therefore cannot be leased to companies. Rare tree species and those used by local communities to harvest resin are given additional legal protection and since 2006 the government has maintained an export ban on such species and also on round logs. However, forest cover continues its rapid decline. According to the government’s most recent forest cover statistics (2010), the main cause is conversion of forest land to ELCs.
Box 2: Failed history of land concession reform in Laos

The Lao government has made several attempts to curb the chaotic growth of land concessions but to little avail. Following reports of significant negative social and environmental effects of plantations, a ban on concessions larger than 100ha was introduced by the government in 2007. Despite this announcement, new large scale land concessions continued to be granted. In 2011, in response to increasing numbers of land disputes, the government announced an overall 300,000ha limit on rubber plantations. This threshold was reached by the end of that year, prompting a complete moratorium on further rubber plantations to be announced in July 2012. Given the lack of transparency in Laos’ concession governance, the current policy on allocations is unclear. Either way, none of these bans have done anything to address the problems facing communities who have already lost their land and forest to rubber.
Laos
No official government statistics are available for the total land acquired by foreign investors in Laos (officially the Lao People’s Democratic Republic). Estimates vary between 330,000ha and 3.5 million ha, but the government recently reported that 1.1 million ha was a conservative estimate of the area given to land concessions alone. This is equivalent to 5% of national territory or 18% more than the total arable land in Laos. The area of land reported by the government to be under rice production (comprising 90% of national crop production) is only 0.91 million ha.

Investments in rubber in Laos have increased dramatically since the mid-2000s and monoculture plantations can be found across the country, particularly in the southern provinces of Xe Kong, Attapeu, Champasak and Saravan. It is estimated that rubber accounts for 34% of concessions allocated nationally and, by 2015, 10% of the workforce is predicted to be employed harvesting latex. Due to the rapid and unregulated allocation of rubber concessions, and consequent land grabbing and deforestation, the government has set successive limits on the total area nationally that can be allocated to rubber: 150,000ha in 2008, 200,000ha in 2009 and in 2012 at 300,000ha. However these limits have repeatedly been ignored and total areas allocated for rubber are estimated to have already exceeded the highest of these caps.

The legal framework governing such ‘commercial land leases and concessions’ in Laos contains provisions requiring potentially affected communities to be consulted prior to land leases being allocated; for environmental and social risks to be minimised; and for resettlement and compensation packages to ensure livelihoods are not undermined. The reality on the ground, however, is a chaotic and opaque ‘free-for-all’ due to lack of political will and weak rule of law, legal ambiguity and little clarity of responsibilities between varying levels of government administration. As a result, it is estimated that at least 13% of villages in the country have a concession within their boundaries and companies are often left to negotiate separately with various state departments.

Tenure and user rights are poorly defined in Laos and all land officially belongs to the state. Rural communities (including ethnic minorities in upland areas where many concessions are being allocated) are able to register communal land titles. However, communal land registration takes place within broader government policies to end shifting cultivation. These policies, combined with ambiguities in land classification and concession allocation processes, are resulting in rural communities not being able to gain tenure rights over the full range of land and forest resources on which they have traditionally depended. In the absence of formal tenure recognition, communities are unable to claim compensation. Lack of consultation, forced evictions, significant human rights violations, food insecurity and the elite capture of natural resources are all part and parcel of Laos’ land investment process.

Deforestation is also a major issue in Laos. According to government statistics, forest cover has declined rapidly and by 2010 was only 40% of total land mass. Despite the law allowing only ‘degraded’ forest to be allocated as concessions, across the country intact forest is giving way to industrial-scale plantations at an unprecedented rate. Export of luxury and protected timber is also reported to continue, despite this practice having been banned. As the track records of both Cambodia and Laos show, governments appear happy to license the acquisition of vast tracts of land by companies in flagrant disregard for the law or the social and environmental consequences. When combined with unscrupulous companies such as the new rubber barons, the outcome for people and the forests can be toxic.

The international context of land grabbing
These governance failures relating to land concession investments are not unique to Cambodia or Laos. Across the developing world, governments are rushing to attract investments in land without giving adequate consideration to potential environmental or social risks. In many cases, once as a result of incompetence or corruption, they fail to protect the rights of ordinary citizens. Equally culpable are the governments of more prosperous nations, happy to sit back and watch companies based in their jurisdictions strike out overseas to seize land for plantations.

The land-grabbing phenomenon is now a significant global threat to development and stability. What is needed to address it is a binding set of international rules, covering the conduct of all companies involved in large land deals. Governments, both in the ‘host’ countries where the land is taken, and in those states that provide the launch pad for the investors and their financiers, must be made responsible for enforcing them. The inter-governmental endorsement of the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure in 2012 is therefore a major step forward. These guidelines for the first time articulate

**Before:** Organic garden run by residents of Don Chan Island in the middle of Lao capital Vientiane, 2010.

**After:** Don Chan Island after residents were evicted to make way for luxury villas to house government leaders for the Asia-Europe Summit, November 2011.
human rights in relation to land and natural resource tenure as well as providing clear provisions for how the tenure rights of the most vulnerable must be protected in the face of increasing commercial demand. What remains missing is a commitment from governments to incorporate these guidelines into their own laws and make them compulsory for companies based within their jurisdictions which invest in land overseas. The need for this ‘extra-territorial’ reach is underscored by the kinds of cases presented in this report: most of the companies currently acquiring large tracts of land in the developing world come from overseas and derive financing from international banks and other institutions, many of them based in Europe and North America. The countries where they look to seize land are often run by rulers that are corrupt and disinterested in upholding the rights of their citizens. Unless their home governments are prepared to hold them to account, the chances are that land-grabbing companies will be able to operate with near-total impunity.

**Vietnamese investments in Cambodia and Laos**

Vietnamese investments in Cambodia and Laos involve both private and state-owned companies and deals are often part of broader bilateral agreements. Eight provinces in southern Laos and north-eastern Cambodia are specifically targeted for Vietnamese investment, under the auspices of the Cambodia-Laos-Vietnam Development Triangle, a trilateral government agreement focusing on sub-regional economic cooperation.  

Foreign direct investment grew more than five-fold in Cambodia between 2000 and 2010 and by 2011 Vietnam had become the largest ASEAN investor in the country, accounting for 71% of the bloc’s US$880 million total investments.  

Neighbouring Laos has experienced a rapid increase in foreign direct investment, which grew from US$33.8 million in 2000 to US$278 million in 2010. The government’s ambition for Laos to graduate beyond Least Developing Country status is driving its efforts to attract international investors, including in the agricultural sector, which supports 75% of the population and accounts for 33% of GDP. According to media reports, Vietnam is Laos’ largest investor, pouring in approximately US$3.5 billion to cash in on the country’s abundance of arable land and cheap labour.  

The rest of this report focuses on the operations and impacts of two of Vietnam’s most prominent rubber companies, Hoang Anh Gia Lai and the Vietnam Rubber Group. Rubber concessions owned by or believed to be affiliated with them are indicated in Map 3.  

In Cambodia, affected community members spoke eloquently of the problems they faced, but Global Witness was stopped numerous times by local authorities, questioned and prevented from accessing concession sites. In Laos, while freedom of movement was less restricted, local residents in many areas were reluctant to speak openly about problems they were facing due to fear of reprisals from the government and companies. The names of all local sources, their location and occupations have been withheld for their own protection.

**Box 3: How secrecy supports land grabs, injustice and impunity in Cambodia and Laos**

Very little information is available regarding land concessions in Cambodia and Laos. There is no publicly available cadastre of land holdings, no information about the areas the governments are targeting for investment, no disclosure when companies begin negotiating a land lease and no information about the beneficial owners involved. Environmental and social impact assessments, if done at all, are not released to those potentially affected. As a result, in the majority of cases, the first local communities in either country know about a company being given the land and forests on which they and their ancestors have lived is when the bulldozers arrive and start digging it up.

When people have had their land and forests grabbed by a company, one of the most significant barriers to justice, getting the land back, or even compensation, is the lack of access to data: who took their land, the boundaries of the concession, what the land is being used for and what environmental or social impacts from the project are anticipated.

The Cambodian Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries has an online database of ELCs; however this database is incomplete, rarely updated, and holds only the most basic information. Being web-based, this database is also completely inaccessible to local people who do not have electricity, let alone computers or internet access. The Lao government meanwhile has been compiling a national inventory, in order to create a public national database of concessions. However, despite being operational since 2011, the results are still not publicly accessible and questions have been asked by civil society about the quality of the data.

Not only does this secrecy prevent people affected by land and forest grabs from protecting their rights or holding their government and investors to account, it has also entrenched a culture of clandestine decision making in which elite capture of state assets has become the norm. The ability of those in power to disguise their involvement in investments by using networks of ‘front companies’ facilitates this corruption and further impedes justice.

Although improving transparency in land concessions in Cambodia and Laos would not solve all the problems outlined in this report, providing affected communities with the critical information they need about concessions would be a significant step towards enabling them to seek redress and justice.
Map 3: Location of all rubber concessions owned by, or believed to be affiliated with, VRG and HAGL in Cambodia and Laos (see Annex for details)
Cleared forest inside a HAGL subsidiary company's rubber concession, Cambodia 2013.
Hoang Anh Gia Lai –

THE RISING RUBBER BARON

I think natural resources are limited, and I need to take them before they’re gone.”

- Doan Nguyen Duc, CEO of HAGL, describing his business strategy.

Hoang Anh Gia Lai (HAGL) was set up in 1990 by the then-unknown Doan Nguyen Duc as a small furniture-producing factory in Pleiku, Gia Lai Province in the Central Highlands of Vietnam. Established during Vietnam’s logging boom, business grew rapidly, and the following years saw the company diversify first into timber and granite processing, and later into real estate and tourism. Nguyen Duc even set up his own football club – HAGL FC – partnering with Arsenal FC on a joint training academy and advertising deals.

From humble beginnings, HAGL was registered as a joint stock company in 2006, listed on the Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HoSE) in 2008, and by 2011 was the country’s second largest property developer. Today HAGL is one of the largest private companies in Vietnam, worth US$258 million. The board of directors and management of HAGL own a near majority share in the company, with founder Nguyen Duc holding 48%. According to press reports, Nguyen Duc’s stake was set to make him 2012’s biggest earner on the Vietnamese stock exchange and he claims to be about to become one of Vietnam’s first billionaires.

HAGL’s investment portfolio includes hydropower plants, mineral exploration and extraction rights, a forest reserve, sugar plantation and a plethora of luxury real estate projects. It has also ventured into Vietnam’s resource-rich neighbours, Cambodia and Laos and, more recently, Myanmar. However, it is the company’s investment in rubber plantations, projected to bring in annual profits of US$299 million from 2012, where it has opted to prioritise its investments.

According to HAGL, the company aims to be harvesting rubber latex from 51,000ha of plantations by 2013, all of which are located in Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. HAGL already
has concession rights to 47,370ha for planting rubber in Cambodia, operating through at least six companies. In Laos, Global Witness’ research suggests that HAGL owns three rubber concessions (totaling 26,549ha) and holds a 28% stake in a fourth concession in Xekong Province. Further details of the companies studied, their holdings and the activities of those believed to be affiliated with them are provided in the Annex.

This report uses the term ‘subsidiaries’ to describe the companies in Cambodia and Laos in which HAGL owns a majority share. It uses the term ‘member company’ to describe the state-owned companies that are formally members of the Vietnam Rubber Group (VRG), described further below. ‘Affiliates’ is used to describe companies in which HAGL and VRG either hold a minority share, or which they appear to be connected to through individuals or corporate relationships.

CAMBODIA

The impact of HAGL’s operations on the ground – evidence from Cambodia

In Cambodia, HAGL’s considerable rubber investments are all in the north-eastern province of Ratanakiri, which borders HAGL’s home province of Gia Lai, in Vietnam. According to Global Witness’ research, the company holds rights to 47,370ha in ELCs, equivalent to 5% of the total size of Ratanakiri Province and almost five times the legal size limit for concessions (as Map 3 and the Annex illustrate).97

HAGL operates in Cambodia through a complex network of companies. Global Witness focused its research on three of HAGL’s subsidiaries: Hoang Anh Oyadav Co. Ltd, CRD and Heng Brother. HAGL has owned Heng Brother since January 2010 (seven months after Heng Brother’s concession contract was signed) and has owned CRD since December 2010 (three months before CRD signed its concession contract).98 Global Witness also visited a rubber concession owned by Hoang Anh Mang Yang K Rubber Development (Hoang Anh Mang Yang). HAGL previously jointly owned Hoang Anh Mang Yang’s operations in Cambodia with VRG but sold its shares to the state-owned company in 2010.99

Issues associated with this concession are outlined in the section on VRG.

When contacted by Global Witness about its concession holdings, HAGL responded that it holds 28,422ha of land concessions in Cambodia. It denied ownership of approximately 28,000ha concessions inside Lumphat Wildlife Sanctuary and Virachey National Park.99 However Global Witness has seen government documents pertaining to these concessions which names owners that are included in HAGL’s published lists of subsidiaries.

Between April and July 2012, Global Witness visited indigenous minority communities near these four concessions to witness first-hand the trail of environmental and social devastation they have left. Map 4 of eastern Ratanakiri province includes three concessions owned by HAGL (Hoang Anh Oyadav, Heng Brother and CRD) and a concession owned by a member company of VRG. The map also clearly indicates the number of indigenous minority villages which are located inside and near these ELCs.

Loss of land, forests and livelihoods

“I told the bulldozer driver not to clear my land and he stopped. The next day I returned to check and all of my land had completely disappeared. I went to meet the company people to complain, they said they do not know where my land is located”.

- How one villager lost 6ha of land to Hoang Anh Oyadav, Ratanakiri Province.95

In every community visited by Global Witness, people described how their standard of living had been damaged by HAGL’s subsidiaries taking their land and forest. The land grabbed by Hoang Anh Oyadav’s concession had caused significant local food shortages while Heng Brother’s concession had not only impacted on food security but also access to water.91 In three villages near Hoang Anh Oyadav, Heng Brother and CRD’s rubber concessions, village chiefs and elders described how the companies had destroyed spirit forest sites and burial grounds.91

One village affected agreed to (and received) financial compensation in 2012 from Heng Brother for land taken; money which was used to build two wells and a community house.44 But villagers living near CRD described how, despite being promised by a company representative that they would be given compensation, pay-outs had not yet materialised for the land and forest lost.96

The government expects ELCs to contribute to economic growth, mainly through providing employment, but on this front HAGL is also failing.96 Only one in six villages visited had people working on HAGL concessions (Heng Brother), and a resident told Global Witness that even then, only a small number of people were employed.98 In a different village near Heng Brother, an elder explained that everyone in his village refused to work for the company; they want just to work their land.96

When asked by Global Witness about these activities, HAGL denied taking land from local residents, destroying spirit forests or burial grounds, or causing food shortages. The company declined to comment on promises of compensation not materialising, reduced local access to water or only limited employment opportunities being available.99 Furthermore HAGL stated that it was the Cambodian government’s responsibility to ensure that community land and forests were not included in concession areas.

Village chiefs, community forestry group members and elders in three villages affected by CRD and Heng Brother told Global Witness that they are actively protesting and submitting complaints to the government about their land being taken.100 A letter from the Prime Minister’s office dated December 2011, seen by Global Witness, authorised provincial authorities to examine complaints from one village that they lost 400ha to HAGL subsidiary CRD.101 However, Global Witness could not find evidence that any further action had been taken.

More frequently, local activism has met with threats, violence and detention from local authorities. In all of the communities visited, interviewees described how HAGL subsidiaries employ Cambodian security forces (police and military police) as guards.102 According to eye-witnesses, protests in one village during February 2012 resulted in military police guarding Heng Brother’s concession shooting live rounds at villagers and threatening them with penalties for reclaiming their fields (fines set at US$300 per rubber tree sapling damaged).102 However, it is unclear if this was done under orders from the company or not.

In summary, communities living near HAGL’s concessions have been impoverished as a result of the land and forest grabs by the company. This devastation has been further aggravated
Map 4: Location of rubber concessions of HAGL subsidiaries CRD, Heng Brother, Hoang Anh Oyadav and VRG member company Krong Buk, Ratanakiri Province, Cambodia

Villagers walk through recently cleared forest inside a HAGL rubber plantation in Cambodia in 2013.
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Deforestation area estimate is based on visual examination of LANDSAT:7 imagery (March 2008, Jan. 2011, March 2012 and Feb. 2013) and 2006 government-produced forest cover.
**Satellite Image 1:** Rubber concessions of companies owned by or affiliated with HAGL and VRG, Ratanakiri province, Cambodia, showing extensive forest clearance within their concessions

Larger concession marked on left of image belongs to Hoang Anh Mang Yang, jointly owned by HAGL and VRG, until HAGL sold their shares to VRG in 2010. Smaller concession on left of image belongs to Kiri Development.

Recently cleared forest inside a HAGL subsidiary company’s rubber concession in Cambodia in 2013. In all four of the villages visited near HAGL subsidiaries in Cambodia, people said that it was the clearing of resin trees which had most affected their livelihoods.
by the continued presence of security forces hired by the company who regularly harass, threaten and use violence against them. The disturbingly close relationship between ELC holders and Cambodia’s armed forces is something that the government should urgently investigate, with a view to prosecuting any companies or military personnel who have broken the law.

When asked, HAGL denied any knowledge of the December 2011 letter from the Prime Minister’s office to CRD or ever hiring members of the security forces as concession guards. It declined to comment on ongoing protests by affected communities. 104

HAGL’s involvement in illegal logging and timber laundering

In addition to the land-grabbing by HAGL’s subsidiaries and the violence perpetrated by security forces hired to guard their concessions, Global Witness has evidence that some are involved in illegal logging to which government enforcement agencies are turning a blind eye.

Satellite imagery analysed by Global Witness shows significant clearances of evergreen and semi-evergreen forest in all HAGL-related ELCs since the company leased these areas. Image 1, for example, shows the extent of clearing in the Hoang Anh Oyadav, Heng Brother and CRD concessions in Ratanakiri, between January 2011 (after Heng Brother’s concession had been allocated and shortly before concession agreements with CRD and Hoang Anh Oyadav were signed) and February 2013. This appears to be against provisions in CRD’s rubber concession contract, seen by Global Witness, which require the company to protect forested areas within its concession. 105

Elders, village chiefs and young residents in all of the four villages visited near HAGL subsidiaries explained that it was the clearing of resin trees by the company which had most affected their livelihoods; one village lost every tree it had. 106 Liquid resin from Dipterocarp tree species is harvested across Cambodia and used for lighting, paints and varnish. 107 Previous studies indicate it is the primary income source for approximately 100,000 people in rural areas who collectively tap around 2,000 tonnes annually. 108

When asked by Global Witness, HAGL denied any involvement of their subsidiaries in illegal logging or targeting of resin trees, stating that the company was only permitted to reclaim forests and timber which had no economic value and which required prior government approval. 109

Eyewitnesses from three villages near HAGL subsidiaries all individually told Global Witness that the company has selected tobacco Okhna Try Pheap, a member of Cambodia’s business elite with significant rubber holdings of his own, as its local partner for forest clearance. 110

Numerous sources stated that Try Pheap signed a logging contract with HAGL subsidiary Heng Brother, a concession within which all the timber has now been cleared, including 2,000ha of forest belonging to one village alone. 111 Under this contract, they explained, Heng Brother cleared the timber, while Try Pheap paid royalties to the Forest Administration, arranged for them to stamp the logs, and then organised for a local businessman to set up a sawmill inside the concession. The tycoon then transported the processed timber to Phnom Penh in trucks, each carrying 35 cubic metres (m3) of timber. 112 Village elders estimated that 100m3 of timber was trucked-out on a daily basis from the Heng Brother concession through this system. 113

This evidence of Heng Brother’s involvement in illegal logging is not the first time the spotlight has fallen on the company’s logging operations. In 2005, it was awarded a special coupe permit to fell trees in Ratanakiri in order to provide luxury timber for the construction of Cambodia’s new National Assembly building. 114 However, in 2007 NGO workers in Ratanakiri and a confidential source close to the company reported that, in fact, the timber cut in the special coupe was being transported across the border for sale in Vietnam. 115

A worker from a different HAGL subsidiary told Global Witness that Try Pheap also had a contract with their employer to transport and process timber cleared from within its concession site to the tycoon’s depot (indicated in Map 4), which in mid-2012 contained several hundred cubic metres of protected, luxury-grade timber. 116 However, Global Witness was unable to verify whether Try Pheap had signed either contract. Villagers nearby also claimed that round logs were exported from this depot to Vietnam. If true, this would violate Cambodia’s 2006 timber export ban. 117

In Hoang Anh Oyadav’s concession, Global Witness observed piles of freshly sawn logs (40-50cm in diameter) stamped by the Forest Administration. 118 Villagers and a worker from one HAGL subsidiary confirmed that rare and specially protected tree species, including Neang Nuon (Burmese rosewood), Kranhuong (Siamese rosewood) and Beng were being cleared and processed through Try Pheap’s depot. 119 Global Witness attempted to visit the timber depot allegedly owned by Okhna Try Pheap but was prevented from doing so by district police. 120

HAGL’s involvement in illegal logging is clearly evident from the testimonies of affected communities and company employees, and satellite images. Such activities are also explicitly against the terms of the concession contract of at least one subsidiary; CRD. The Cambodian government authorities should immediately initiate an investigation of the evidence presented in this report, with a view to prosecuting the company and others that have been involved. When asked, HAGL denied being involved in any timber trade or transportation activities and denied having any relationship with Okhna Try Pheap. The company refused to comment on any of the activities in which Okhna Try Pheap is alleged to be involved and declined to respond to questions about their involvement in clearing and transportation of luxury timber species. 121

HAGL’s systematic disregard for Cambodian laws on land classification, consulting local residents, impact assessments and protected areas

“We are small people, so they do not consult us. They consult only with the Village and Commune Chiefs”

– A villager impacted by Hoang Anh Oyadav explains how their views are ignored. 122

Global Witness’ research shows that HAGL has systematically ignored procedures governing the allocation and management of ELCs. This will not come as news to the company. Indeed, in documents relating to its listing on London’s Professional Securities Market, HAGL publicly admits that its rubber investments in Laos and Cambodia fail to follow the law. (This point is elaborated further in Box 4 below).

According to the Cambodian government’s own ELC database, Heng Brother did not complete land reclassification procedures before signing their contracts, as required by law. 123 HAGL’s subsidiaries and government officials also overlooked legal requirements to undertake consultations and resolve any disputes with local residents. 124 Elders in two villages told Global
Witness their communities had been cheated into agreeing to Heng Brothert's concession.125 Heng Brother, CRD and Hoang Anh Oyadav were also reported by villagers in other areas as starting operations without informing local residents.126

Global Witness carried out research involving reviewing publicly and privately available documentation relating to HAGL's subsidiaries, but could not find any evidence that they had completed environmental impact assessments, as required by law.127

In addition, HAGL's ownership of rubber concessions inside a national park and wildlife sanctuary is against legal provisions regarding protected areas.128

Not only have national authorities failed to enforce legal safeguards thereby enabling the company to act with impunity, but local government officials were also alleged to have been complicit in identifying and taking land being used by local residents. Villagers near to all three of the HAGL subsidiaries studied told Global Witness that government authorities had accompanied the companies during their first surveys and demarcation activities while their concessions were being negotiated, but had failed to ensure that they consult with local communities.129

Since Global Witness undertook this research in Ratanakiri Province, Directive 01BB (the rapid student titling campaign) has been implemented in at least six of the villages assessed.130

In December 2012, press reported an announcement by Prime Minister Hun Sen that through the Directive 1.854ha of land had been taken from Heng Brother and given back to local people.131 However, villagers near concessions owned by other HAGL's subsidiaries told Global Witness in March 2013 that although some of their farmland had been titled under the Directive, the forest areas they relied on had been left out.132 These concerns have been echoed by an NGO-commissioned province-wide study in which 96% of villages expressed dissatisfaction with the titles issued through the Directive (as described further in Box 1 above).133

When asked, HAGL stated that it always abides by the law and regularly receives visits from authorities to inspect project implementation. It denied being involved in fraud, holding concession rights within protected areas or failing to undertake environmental impact assessments. However, it admitted to not understanding the land-reclassification procedures for ELCs. HAGL reiterated that as the government had allocated them the land there were no local residents and it denied ever being involved with confrontations with affected people. It declined to comment on its subsidiaries failing to consult with local residents.134

That a company with a multi-million dollar portfolio is unprepared to take responsibility for ensuring their holdings are in compliance with the law is extremely concerning. HAGL's land concessions may have been allocated by the State; however they are still in flagrant disregard of the law. Consequently, in no way does this take away HAGL's responsibility of companies to abide by the law. Ignorance is no excuse.

Untangling the web of HAGL's corporate relationships in Cambodia

Ownership of HAGL's 47,370ha of land in Cambodia is held through a tangled web of subsidiaries, as indicated by Diagram 1. The objective of hiding its beneficial ownership of these companies may be to enable HAGL to bypass the legal size limit of ELCs allowed to one company almost five times over.

CRD, Heng Brother and a third HAGL subsidiary all share the same director, Nguyen Van Minh, a Vietnamese national, who represents HAGL in Laos and is the deputy director of HAGL.135 In Ratanakiri province, CRD and Heng Brothers share the same address with three other HAGL subsidiaries.136

Heng Brother has links with an advisor to President of the National Assembly, Okhna Rath Sokhorn.137 Cambodian Rath Sokhorn previously held shares in Heng Brother which is currently registered at the same Phnom Penh address as Rath Sokhorn's companies.138 One of Rath Sokhorn's companies and Heng Brother used to share a director.139 At least 23 other companies are also registered at this address, including Hoang Anh (Cambodia) Mines Co. Ltd, also directed by Nguyen Van Minh (a Vietnamese national who is a senior HAGL employee).140

Rath Sokhorn owns two rubber concessions totalling 18,000ha in Lunphat Wildlife Sanctuary in his own right. Both of these were approved after Prime Minister Hun Sen's May 2012 moratorium.141 Although officially approved, these holdings are contrary to laws limiting the size of concessions and their situation within a protected area.

HAGL's operations in Cambodia used to be connected to VRG through their joint ownership of concession company Hoang Anh Mang Yang.143 Kiri Development, on paper a Cambodian company, shares the same director as Hoang Anh Mang Yang and their rubber concessions in Ratanakiri are contiguous.144 Heng Brother, a subsidiary of HAGL, used to share an address with Kiri Development and both companies signed their contracts on the same date.145

Other connections link HAGL subsidiaries to VRG's operations in Laos. Hoang Anh Quang Minh Rubber JSC, which owns a rubber plantation in southern Attapeu province, is jointly owned by HAGL and VRG.146 In addition, Hoang Anh-Quang Minh Rubber JSC was previously listed as a shareholder of Hoang Anh Andong Meas, a HAGL subsidiary with a rubber concession in Ratanakiri, northeast Cambodia.147

When asked about these relationships, HAGL confirmed ownership of CRD, Heng Brother, Hoang Anh Oyadav and three other subsidiaries with concessions in Ratanakiri Province. It denied ever being involved with Rath Sokhorn, Hoang Anh Mang Yang or Kiri Development.148 Global Witness also wrote to Rath Sokhorn, asking for clarification on his relationship with HAGL, but received no response.

LAOS

The impact of HAGL's operations on the ground – evidence from Laos

“This is what Hoang Anh Gia Lai has done to the villagers. We have agreed with policy on development and cooperation with foreign companies to develop the province, but not about taking the land that belongs to villagers”.

- A villager's opinion of HAGL's land grabbing.149

In Laos, the number of subsidiaries and amount of land on which HAGL is planting rubber is less clear than in Cambodia. In Attapeu Province, Hoang Anh Attapeu Company (HAAC) holds a 20,000ha concession and Hoang Anh Quang Minh Rubber Industrial and Agricultural JSC (Hoang Anh Quang Minh) owns a concession of 2,549ha.150 HAGL is also reported to own a 4,000ha rubber concession in Lamam District of Xekong province.151 Further details of these concessions are provided in Map 5 and the Annex. HAGL additionally holds a 28% stake in an 8,000ha land concession in Xekong Province owned by Lao—Viet Friendship Group (LVFG), 2,900ha of which has been allocated to rubber so far.152
When asked about these concession holdings, HAGL confirmed that it holds 27,800 ha of land for rubber in Laos through HAAC, Hoang Anh Quang Minh and LVFG, but denied holding any further concessions in Xekong Province.

Global Witness visited HAAC, HAGL Xekong and LVFG in mid-2012 to see whether local ethnic minority villages were experiencing the same social, environmental and governance problems as in Cambodia.

**Loss of land, forest and livelihoods**

As in Cambodia, when Global Witness visited these villages, local people reported a significant number of problems. Three women in one village explained how local authorities informed their community in 2005 that HAAC had been awarded a rubber concession, but promised that the company would not take privately owned land. However, despite this promise and the community’s pleas to protect 300 ha of forest, by 2008 it had been destroyed by the company. Loss of this 300 ha without compensation has devastated household incomes and food security as people have lost access to fruit, medicine, wildlife and bamboo. “When the jungle remained, there was an abundance of food [...] Now, there is no more forest and life is difficult. How can we respond, this is government policy and we have to follow it so as to develop the country,” one woman explained to Global Witness.

A neighbouring village fared even worse. The first announcement of HAAC’s intentions was made in 2006 during a meeting in which local authorities threatened people with jail sentences if they opposed the plantation. Elders explained to Global Witness that since operations began in 2008, the village has lost significant areas of rice fields, orchards and teak plantations to the company’s bulldozers (at least ten households lost everything they owned); and three houses have been burnt down by company workers. As a result, people are now experiencing loss of income and face significant food insecurity.

Lao law provides that if companies take private land, the owner must be compensated. However, despite HAGL promising each household that lost land compensation of US$125 in 2008, elders interviewed told Global Witness that villagers are yet to receive anything. No compensation was ever even offered to the families whose houses (valued at US$125 each) were destroyed by fire. In Xekong, two village leaders explained to Global Witness how HAGL attempted to purchase land from villagers for US$250 per hectare in 2005 but after people refused, local authorities gave the company 400 ha anyway. This area included the farmland and forest on which people’s livelihoods depended; some are now facing food shortages and 25 households were forced to clear new fields within the community’s own protected forest area.

LVFG, meanwhile, gained local residents’ consent for their 5,000 ha rubber concession on the basis that the land was being given up in return for employment on the plantation. After three years, the company stopped providing local jobs and, in 2012, the villagers’ frustration erupted in protests, during which seven people were arrested, one of whom was detained for two weeks. In October 2012, it was reported that a central government task force had been established to address the community’s grievances and by February 2013, 100 ha of new land had been found by the government for one village, but it was unclear how the remaining communities’ disputes were being addressed. HAAC and HAGL Xekong both employ workers from some of the nearby villages, but the workers have no contracts, are poorly paid and have to
Satellite image 2: Rubber concessions belonging to HAGL subsidiaries Hoang Anh Attapeu Company and Hoang Anh Quang Minh, Attapeu province, Laos, showing extensive forest clearance within and beyond their concession boundary.

Image A taken February 2009
Image B taken February 2013
provide their own food, water and protective clothing. In other villages, HAGL has not offered locals any work. HAGL’s operations across two provinces of southern Laos have clearly had a devastating impact on local communities and the environment, and offer further evidence of the company’s apparent disregard for the law and its willingness to use violence against those who oppose it. When asked, HAGL denied any involvement in taking peoples land without their permission or burning their houses and declined to comment on local residents being threatened by local authorities for opposing their concessions. HAGL stated that in the case of overlaps between the company’s concessions and local residents, the company works with local authorities to provide compensation, new housing and jobs on the plantations, but declined to comment on the working conditions. In relation to LVFG’s activities, HAGL stated it was only a financial investor with no direct operating responsibilities.

HAGL’s involvement in illegal logging and timber laundering

In 2010 HAGL reported that it held rights to 300,000m3 of timber for furniture production which was ‘sourced from the reclamation of land from forest for rubber plantation’, despite Lao law allowing only ‘degraded’ forest to be allocated as concessions. Satellite imagery of the HAAC concession (provided in Image 2) supports the company’s claim, highlighting the extent of forest clearance within this concession site since the company gained control of the area. Image 2 also appears to show that large areas of forest have been cleared beyond the legal boundaries of HAAC’s concession area. These results echo those of a study published by the Environmental Investigation Agency in 2012. Although Global Witness was unable to verify if HAAC had been responsible for such activities, the clearance beyond the boundaries does appear to be an extension of clearance activities being done within the plantation.

According to HAGL’s 2010 report, the aforementioned 300,000m3 of timber was a form of repayment by the Lao government to the company, for a no-interest loan given for the construction of the Southeast Asian Games athletes’ village in Vientiane in 2009. However, the Environmental Investigation Agency estimated the market value of this timber to be up to US$60 million – four times the value of the loan – and cited media reports that the 20,000ha rubber plantation owned by HAGL in Attapeu was also part of this deal.

Villagers in Attapeu told Global Witness that armed soldiers, hired by the company in at least one HAGL concession, regularly prevent them from entering the forest and threaten them with arrest. These soldiers also protected HAAC’s logging operations inside the concession area, where luxury timber, including rosewood, was being cleared and trucked across the border to Vietnam as round logs. If HAGL is exporting round logs of rosewood and other rare species, this would be in violation of laws protecting such trees as well as timber export bans.

HAGL’s activities in Laos suggest that, as in Cambodia, illegal logging is a core part of the company’s business model. When asked however, HAGL denied any involvement in illegal logging, clearing beyond its legal concession boundaries, or processing or exporting timber. It denied hiring armed forces to guard its concessions or any involvement in threatening local communities. The company stated it only clears ‘impoverished forests’ and has ‘never taken a single cubic metre of wood’ from the government.
Tree marked to show the boundary of the rubber concession belonging to VRG member company Krong Buk, Cambodia 2012. VRG and companies believed to be affiliated with it have exceeded the legal limit on land holdings in Cambodia by sixteen times.
Vietnam Rubber Group – RUBBER BARONS WITH STATE BACKING

The Vietnam Rubber Group (VRG) was formally established by the Government of Vietnam in 2006 and by 2012 it was reporting an annual profit of US$216 million, according to market analysts. After initially investing in large-scale plantations it has now diversified into industrial rubber processing and manufacturing, as well as hydropower. In April 2012, the company was awarded the Gold Star Order – the highest national decoration – by the Vietnamese Prime Minister. According to VietCapital Securities, VRG has significant influence over the Vietnamese rubber sector, controlling approximately 300,000ha of domestic plantations (40% of the national total) and accounting for 85% of export production.

VRG began operating abroad due to a shortage of available land in Vietnam. In 2011 the Prime Minister approved VRG’s five-year business plan, which earmarked an additional 140,000ha for rubber, mainly in Cambodia and Laos, which would expand the company’s holdings in the Mekong to 500,000ha in total.

In 2005 VRG began investing in Laos. The company told Global Witness in August 2012 that it controls only 30,000ha of land in the country, but evidence gathered during this study (as illustrated in Map 3 and the Annex) suggests the total could be as much as 38,893ha. VRG expanded into Cambodia a year later, in 2006, and claims to have invested nearly US$1 billion in Cambodian rubber so far. A culture of opacity also shrouds its Cambodian holdings: one 2008 company report stated it held 100,000ha in rubber concessions, a 2011 company report stated it held only 41,464ha, while VRG representatives told Global Witness in August 2012 that the total was 60,000ha. During this study however, Global Witness identified rubber concessions totalling 132,992ha belonging to VRG member companies, twelve times the legal size limit, while the total area of land held by all companies Global Witness believes to be affiliated with VRG is 161,344ha. In March 2013, Global Witness wrote to VRG asking for its response to the evidence presented in this report. In a written response, VRG declined to comment on the rubber concession holdings it owns or is affiliated with in Cambodia or Laos, or its relationship with companies named in this report. VRG also declined to respond to any of the evidence presented of its members and affiliates being responsible for land grabbing...
and illegal activities in Cambodia and Laos, as outlined below. Instead, VRG pointed Global Witness to a set of “responsible investment principles” which, it stated, it always adheres to. These principles included observing national laws and cooperating with authorities, operating in accordance to management plans, respecting the welfare of local communities and implementing social infrastructure projects.188

CAMBODIA

The impact of VRG’s operations on the ground – evidence from Cambodia

VRG operates through at least 19 member companies in Cambodia.189 Evidence collected by Global Witness suggests a further seven are affiliated with VRG (see the Annex for details). The most commercially significant member company appears to be the Dong Phu – Kratie Rubber Project (Dong Phu) whose parent company owns two processing factories in Vietnam.190 Dong Phu holds a 9,000ha concession in the eastern Kratie province (see Map 6 for further details) and was reported in March 2011 to be about to double its Cambodian land holdings.191

Between April and July 2012, Global Witness visited communities impacted by seven ELC sites associated with VRG. The majority of these villages are comprised of indigenous minorities. Six of the concessions visited are VRG member companies: Dong Phu; Dong Nai – Kratie Rubber Project (Dong Nai); Hoang Anh Mang Yang; Tan Bien – Kampeng Thom Rubber Development Co. Ltd (Tan Bien); Krong Buk – Ratanakiri Rubber Development Project (Krong Buk); and Phu Rieng – Kratie Rubber Project (Phu Rieng). Global Witness also visited a rubber concession owned by Kiri Development. This company, although on paper Cambodian, shares the same director as Hoang Anh Mang Yang and was also previously associated with Heng Brother, a subsidiary of HAGL, as described above.192 Krong Buk, Dong Phu and Dong Nai’s rubber concession are indicated in detail on Maps 4 and 6 respectively.

Loss of land, forest and livelihoods because of VRG and reports of problems associated with concession employment conditions

“Losing the forest is like losing life” - A village elder describes the impact of Hoang Anh Mang Yang’s forest clearance.193

The evidence collected by Global Witness indicates VRG’s investments have had an overwhelmingly negative impact. Dong Phu, Dong Nai, Phu Rieng, Hoang Anh Mang Yang, Tan Bien and Krong Bok rubber concessions had all taken agricultural and forested land from local people without prior consultation, elders and villagers told Global Witness, with Krong Bok alone seizing more than 1,000ha.194 As a result, three of these villages are now suffering significant food shortages and loss of income.195 Five villagers near Krong Buk explained that food was so scarce they had no choice but to send their children to work on the concession.196 Two villages were offered compensation by the company (at a rate of US$100 for every three hectares of lost cashew plantations), which people suspected was far below the market value, but accepted nonetheless, believing they had no choice.197

Employment opportunities are available on all the other VRG-related rubber plantations assessed, but villagers nearby are not happy with the conditions and in two villages people refuse to work on the plantations.198 One village chief explained to Global Witness that people are required to work long hours in difficult conditions and payments are made late, leading to a number of anti-company protests.199 Villagers near Krong Buk’s concession described how only 15 local residents were working on the plantation, they had no employment contracts, were not given protective clothing and had to cover their own transportation and medical costs.200

Global Witness met with a number of villagers near Tan Bien’s rubber concession who were now employed on the plantation, having been violently evicted from their land by the company in 2009. They described how salaries were often paid late, sometimes less than they were due, children as young as 11 worked on the concession, and chemicals were being used without protection, causing severe skin burns and polluting local water sources.201

“We were unhappy that the company would not talk to us, so we confiscated the keys of their bulldozers” - Villagers describe how they tried to stop Krong Buk clearing their land.202

All the VRG member companies and affiliates Global Witness visited, except for Tan Bien, were guarded by either soldiers or military police who routinely patrol the concession boundaries and man check-points.203 In one concession, eye-witnesses told Global Witnesses that guards were armed with AK47s. Elders living near a different concession complained about the company’s check-point being located only one kilometre from the village which means they have to ask permission from the guards every time they pass and are regularly threatened.204 In the case of two other concessions, only villagers working on the plantation are allowed to pass.205 In spite of these risks of violence, harassment and detention, communities are still trying to get their land back, or claim compensation for their losses.

The VRG member Tan Bien’s concession is a stand-out example of long-term and intensifying conflict. Press articles describe an escalation of violence following protests by local villagers who lost 800ha of land to the concession in 2008, when the company arrived. According to these reports, community members, including young girls, were threatened, beaten-up, detained and arrested.206 Armed local officials and security forces regularly blocked access-roads, preventing those inside the community from accessing food, materials and support from other groups.207

On 6 December 2009, company representatives, local authorities and armed forces forcibly evicted the remaining households at gun point.208

VRG’s involvement in illegal logging and timber laundering

Satellite imagery analysed by Global Witness (for example, Image 1 of Krong Buk’s concession) and also Map 6, reveal that significant areas of semi-evergreen and evergreen forests have been cleared within VRG’s concessions since they were allocated. Legal protection given to Cambodia’s forests, especially resin trees, appears to have be been ignored by both the company and law enforcement agencies. The culture of impunity is such that two VRG member companies have even been openly clearing rosewood and processing it at a sawmill inside their concession.209

One village chief told Global Witness his community had lost over 1,000ha of forest; their spirit forests and burial forests are now under threat and livelihoods have been damaged because of the loss of access to resources such as resin, wildlife, fish and...
Map 6: Concessions owned by VRG member companies Dong Phu and Dong Nai, Kratie province, Cambodia
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**Locations**
- **A** Main road to Dong Nai
- **B** Start of Dong Phu rubber plantation, close to first military check point
- **C** Satellite image insert of the sawmill allegedly owned by Seng Keang Company, image taken November / December 2010
- **D** Satellite image insert of a sawmill located on the edge of Dong Nai’s concession area, image taken November / December 2010
- **E** Satellite image insert of extensive clear-felling taking place within Dong Nai’s concession area, image taken November / December 2010
Satellite image 3: Rubber concessions belonging to VRG member companies Dong Phu and Dong Nai, Kratie province, Cambodia, showing extensive forest clearance within and beyond their concession boundary.

Cleared forest inside rubber concession owned by VRG member company Hoang Anh Mang Yang, Cambodia 2012.

Both HAGL and VRG are accused of colluding with Cambodian business elites to illegally clear intact forest.
A number of local sources told Global Witness that a company starve to death” another elder in the community explained. They recalled how a representative from Krong Buk had explained that the revenues generated from clearing luxury timber were essential for the company to be able to finance basic plantation operations.

As the yellow area in Map 4 indicates, one remaining community forest area nearby is now almost surrounded by Krong Buk and CRD, a subsidiary of HAGL.

**Dong Phu and Dong Nai’s connections with senior Cambodian officials and the country’s ‘premier logging syndicate’**

The VRG members Dong Phu and Dong Nai own contiguous ELCs in northeast Kratie totalling approximately 16,000ha (as indicated in Map 6), neither of which are included in the government’s official ELC database.

Both companies appear to have close connections with senior Cambodian government officials and to have partnered with a company revealed by Global Witness in 2007 to be Cambodia’s premier illegal logging syndicate.

Global Witness’ analysis (presented in Satellite Image 3) compares forest cover change within and around the concession boundaries between March 2008 – four months before Dong Phu and Dong Nai’s concessions were approved – and February 2013. Since 2008, a vast area of semi-evergreen and evergreen forest has been cleared within the companies’ concessions and approximately 3,000ha of forest has been cleared beyond their legal limits. Global Witness could not verify that either company, or groups under their control, were responsible for this clearing outside their concession boundaries. Nevertheless, as indicated in Satellite Image 3, the area cleared appears to directly extend out from both companies’ concessions. Moreover, the absence of other access roads into what used to be an intact forest means that the timber could have only been removed from the area through the concessions.

Local sources described how both companies are targeting luxury timber, including rosewood, which is processed at a sawmill onsite. This timber is reported by the same sources as being used to build employees’ accommodation or transported to Phnom Penh. Global Witness believes the use of timber as valuable as rosewood for local construction purposes is unlikely, and the怀念 concessions.

In summary, despite Dong Phu and Dong Nai apparently

the area at the same time as the rubber companies and villagers explained how they had repeatedly found the company’s workers illegally clearing resin trees in a community forest beside the concessions.

Map 6 indicates the location of the community forest area and a sawmill allegedly owned by Seng Keang. Despite reporting this to local authorities, they said no action had ever been taken.

Mrs. Seng Keang, her ex-husband Dy Chouch (a first cousin of Prime Minister Hun Sen), and her brother Seng Kok Heang (‘Mr. 95’) were exposed by Global Witness in 2007 as the country’s premier logging syndicate. Dy Chouch and his ex-wife together wield significant influence over the country’s timber industry, in part through the operations of Seng Keang Company.

The syndicate previously managed several forest concessions, under the supervision of ‘Mr 95’, where illegal logging specifically targeted community-owned resin trees. They also pioneered the logging-plantation model through their involvement in the Tonming Rubber Plantation. Through this 2001 concession, an ecologically and economically valuable 6,200ha area of Prey Lang forest in Kampong Thom province was allocated to a state-owned company, and the Seng Keang Company was licensed to clear and transport the timber from the concession. ‘Mr 95’, formerly an officer with the elite Royal Cambodian Armed Forces Brigade 70, was alleged to have attempted to kill two local men in 2005 near the Tonming concession for their leading role in protecting villagers’ resin trees against his loggers.

When Global Witness visited the Dong Phu and Dong Nai concessions in March 2013, local residents reported that Seng Keang had recently stopped operating in the area because all the luxury timber had been logged already.

Dong Phu and Dong Nai also appear to have close connections with other members of Cambodia’s elite. Since local protests erupted against the concessions, a number of senior government officials have visited the area to try and persuade the community to accept the plantation. In 2010, Mrs. Krueang Phavi, a CPP parliamentarian from Kratie province, visited local villages and distributed gifts, saying: “we all have to make sacrifices for the national interest”. Global Witness wrote to Krueang Phavi in March 2013, but received no response.

Shortly after, the Minister of Land, Mr. Im Chhun Lim, held a public meeting inside Dong Nai’s concession. He also appealed to villagers to ‘sacrifice’ the land to the company, for the sake of national development, predicting that by 2012 all local residents would be employed there. The Minister reportedly hosted a feast, handed out gifts and was later quoted in the Vietnamese press as lauding the project for generating jobs and eradicating poverty.

The basis for the Land Minister’s intervention in a concession-related dispute is unclear given that the Ministry of Land has no formal role in monitoring ELCs in Cambodia. However, this intervention may have related to the fact that the Minister rents VRG a property he owns in Phnom Penh. Global Witness wrote to Minister Im Chhun Lim in March 2013 asking for his comments on these points, but received no response.

Since then, at least three other senior government officials have visited the concession, stating at various times that the government policy was to ‘turn farmers into rubber workers’, and encouraging local residents to accept the offered compensation of US$2.50 for each resin tree, even though this was a lower amount than the offer initially refused by affected families.

In summary, despite Dong Phu and Dong Nai apparently clearing vast areas of intact forest within and far beyond their concession boundaries and partnering with a ruthless logging syndicate, they have been able to call on senior government officials – including the Minister for Land – for public endorsement.
and to persuade those affected to end their calls for justice. This is indicative of the way in which Cambodian civil servants are choosing to protect and promote corporate interests, even when laws are being contravened, instead of fulfilling their public duties to citizens. Like HAGL, VRG appears to operate across Cambodia with complete and open disregard for procedures governing the allocation and management of ELCs. None of the VRG member companies assessed have complied with legal requirements to undertake consultations or resolve disputes with local residents. For example, in a village meeting near Krong Buk’s concession, indigenous people told Global Witness that the first they knew about the project was when the company’s heavy machinery arrived. When one village chief demanded that Kong Buk provide him with a map of the concession which had been allocated on top of his community’s land, the company replied he had no right to ask.

VRG’s rubber concessions in Cambodia are held through a complex web of companies, as illustrated by Diagram 2. Hiding their involvement in these companies appears to have enabled VRG to access rubber concessions potentially up to sixteen times the legal size limit.

The company operates out of a prestigious Phnom Penh property owned by Land Management Minister Im Chhun Lim, which previously hosted the Embassy of Singapore. Nineteen companies are registered at this address, eight of which are members of VRG. However, eleven other VRG member companies are registered elsewhere, including Tan Bien, Dong Phu and Dong Nai. Only two of those studied by Global Witness share this address with VRG: Krong Buk and Hoang Anh Mang Yang.

Of the VRG member companies studied, Dong Phu and Dong Nai have a particularly close relationship. As can be seen from Map 6, their concessions form a contiguous mosaic. Both companies signed their contracts and additional clearing permits with the Cambodian government on the same dates, their company registration numbers differ by only one number and they are registered at the same address.

Diagram 2. Relationship between VRG member companies in Cambodia and others believed to be affiliated with the company
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**Diagram 2.** Relationship between VRG member companies in Cambodia and others believed to be affiliated with the company
VRG is represented in Cambodia by Okhna Leng Rithy, also the President of the Vietnamese Rubber Enterprise Federation. Okhna Leng Rithy is variously described in official documents as being Cambodian, Vietnamese and Korean. He personally controls 8,096ha of rubber plantations, as well as mining interests, and jointly directs a company with one of Dong Phu’s Vietnamese directors. Global Witness wrote to Leng Rithy asking for his comment but received no response.

VRG’s operations in Cambodia are linked to its activities in Laos. One of the companies Global Witness believes to be affiliated with VRG in Cambodia, Viet – Lao K. Co. Ltd, has a director of the same name as the director of the VRG member rubber plantation in Laos: Viet – Lao Rubber JSC. Finally, as described above, VRG’s operations in Cambodia (and Laos) are linked to HAGL. The companies previously jointly owned Hoang Anh Mang Yang in Cambodia and currently co-own Hoang Anh Quang Minh in Laos. A company called Kiri Development shares a director with Hoang Anh Mang Yang and it used to be registered at the same address in Cambodia as Heng Brother, a HAGL subsidiary.

**LAOS**

The impact of VRG’s operations on the ground – evidence from Laos

“Sometimes the company asked Bachieng district officials to accompany its officials during the visit [to the village] and threatened villagers to give away their land.”

- A villager explains tactics used by VRG to obtain a rubber concession in Laos.

VRG’s rubber plantations in Laos are more mature than Cambodia: concessions were allocated, cleared and planted by 2007 and some are already being tapped for rubber. In mid-2012, Global Witness visited VRG rubber concessions in southern Laos to understand the social and environmental impacts of the company’s activities. As described above, when Global Witness wrote to VRG in March 2013 asking for clarification of its rubber holdings in Laos and comments on the evidence presented in this report, the company declined to comment.

In July 2004, the Viet – Lao Rubber Joint Stock Company (Viet – Lao Company), a member of VRG, was granted a 50-year lease of 10,000ha to cultivate rubber in Bachieng District, Champasak Province. The investment was projected to cost between US$22 million and US$34.7 million and affect 33 villages. Almost half of these impacted villages lost all but 10% of their agricultural land, four lost everything. A study for the French government concluded that by 2006 the company had cleared 10% more than the area of land it was allocated.

Villagers told Global Witness that the coffee plantations they owned before their land was cleared for the concession used to generate annual incomes of up to US$5,000 per household. Significant areas of communal land and forest were also cleared by the company, removing vital resources such as food sources, timber, and non-timber forest products, on which women, in particular, relied. Villagers went on to explain to Global Witness that they were given no warning by the Viet – Lao Company that the land would be cleared. Land clearance was frequently done at night, and anyone asking questions was threatened. Global Witness was told by villagers and other local sources how provincial soldiers used by the company to protect the concession regularly harassed local residents.

According to Lao law, resettlement compensation must be paid if land is taken by a company. According to the French government study, Viet – Lao Company offered differing amounts to people impacted by their concession and many farmers deemed the offerings insufficient. A separate study into the labour conditions on the concession concluded that although local residents are employed on the plantation, the company expects people to work for longer hours than is legally allowed, permanent contracts are not available, labourers frequently do not receive their full salaries and are exposed to chemicals without protective clothing. This was verified by villagers whom Global Witness met in 2012, who are still angry with the company and would prefer not to work for them.

There is little evidence that the exchange of land for plantation employment forced on the communities around the Viet – Lao Company’s concession has brought them any benefit. Alongside the cases involving other VRG member operations documented by Global Witness, it casts serious doubt on the company’s claim to be ‘respecting the welfare of local communities’.

Both VRG and HAGL are clearly profiting handsomely from their land acquisitions in Cambodia and Laos and the cosy ties with politicians that facilitate them. The suffering that both are inflicting on local people, however, gives claims that they contribute to the two countries’ development a distinctly hollow ring. It also begs the question: what sort of institutions would countenance financing companies such as these?

VRG’s 2011 annual report which lists the company’s holdings in Cambodia and Laos.
Deutsche Bank Head Office, Frankfurt, Germany. The Bank has multi-million dollar investments in both HAGL and VRG. Credit: Ralph Orlowski/ Getty Images
“I think people deceive themselves when they’re reluctant to talk about their riches. I have made money legally and everyone knows that. There is nothing to conceal when you work legally”
- Doan Nguyen Duc, CEO of HAGL

“Certain of our existing projects are being developed without necessary government approvals, permits or licenses and development and operation of certain projects are not fully in compliance with applicable laws and regulations”
- HAGL report, 2011

The stratospheric rise of Doan Nguyen Duc and HAGL has given the company a profile far beyond Vietnam, in terms of both its investment portfolio and financial structure. Since VRG became one of Vietnam’s most successful state-owned enterprises, it and its member companies have also increasingly been able to access international finance. HAGL and Dong Phu, a member company of VRG, are both backed by big-name financiers who attach social and environmental standards to their lending standards which, as this report reveals, appear to have been ignored. These financial relationships are illustrated by Diagram 3.

International Finance Corporation
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is the private lending arm of the World Bank Group, whose investments are conditional on the application of environmental and social standards. The IFC provides financing to HAGL through Dragon Capital Group Ltd (Dragon Capital), a Vietnam-based investment group specialising in emerging financial markets.

The IFC has been an institutional shareholder in Dragon Capital since 2002 and currently holds an 8.8% share in the group. In addition to this, in 2003, the IFC invested US$8 million directly in Vietnam Enterprise Investments Ltd (VEIL), a fund owned by Dragon Capital. This holding was increased in 2006 by US$6.95 million and as a result, the IFC currently holds approximately 5% of VEIL’s shares. VEIL, listed on the Irish Stock Exchange, currently holds just below 4% equity in HAGL and 0.64% in HAGL Rubber (a subsidiary of HAGL).
Separate from investments originating from IFC, Dragon Capital also holds a 1.54% interest in HAGL through its Vietnam Growth Fund Ltd. This same fund also holds a 1.23% interest in Dong Phu, a share currently valued at US$3.18 million. Global Witness wrote to Dragon Capital in March 2013 and their response has been incorporated into this report.

**Deutsche Bank**

Deutsche Bank is a German global banking and financial services company which is a signatory to the UN Principles of Responsible Investing, the UN Global Compact and the Banking Environment Initiative.

In 2011, HAGL became the first Vietnamese company to list on the London Stock Exchange’s Professional Securities Market (PSM), using Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas as its depository bank. Prior to the listing, HAGL released a Confidential Circular Offering to potential investors. Under the ‘Risks’ section, this document stated that HAGL’s existing projects, including rubber concessions, were not operating in line with the law, as detailed in Box 4.

According to a press article, following HAGL’s listing in London, several of Deutsche Bank’s subsidiaries retained shares. When contacted in March 2013 by Global Witness, Deutsche Bank confirmed that the bank continues to finance HAGL through its DWS Vietnam Fund Ltd; holding 3.4 million shares, worth approximately US$4.5 million. The bank declined to comment on media reports that other funds it controls are also investing in HAGL. However, it confirmed that HAGL also indirectly receives an undisclosed amount of investment from Deutsche Bank through its Vietnam Exchange Traded Fund, which has a market capitalisation of US$16.5 billion.

In addition to providing finance to HAGL, Deutsche Bank also confirmed that its DWS Vietnam Fund holds 1.2 million shares in Dong Phu, currently worth US$3.3 million.

**Failure of the IFC and Deutsche Bank to uphold their environmental and social standards relating to these investments**

The IFC has a relatively strong environmental, social and governance framework consisting of eight performance standards which are designed to “help clients avoid and mitigate adverse impacts and manage risk as a way of doing business sustainably”. According to this framework, all recipients of investment (directly or through financial intermediaries) are required to comply with national laws and minimise negative environmental and social impacts.

However, because the performance standards were only introduced in April 2006 and because the IFC does not apply them retrospectively, its financial investments in HAGL – although still current – are not covered. Projects approved before 2006 apply the IFC’s less robust 1998 Environmental and Social Review Procedure. The IFC investment in VEIL in 2003 therefore only required the Fund to “demonstrate that the existing environmental management system is still in place” within its own operations as well as sub-projects.

Although the additional investment provided to VEIL in 2006 was made after the introduction of the performance standards, IFC staff explained to Global Witness that as part of an ongoing agreement, only the previous weaker safeguards applied. The continued application of weaker safeguards to new financial disbursements, even after the IFC as an institution has recognised that they need to be strengthened, suggests to Global Witness that the environmental and social risks associated with VEIL and their sub-projects were not given any consideration.

Global Witness asked the IFC what due diligence it undertook prior to investing in Dragon Capital and VEIL and what monitoring regime is used. In response, the IFC declined to provide information about due diligence prior to investing, but described how its ongoing monitoring primarily relied on the Fund manager’s oversight, supplemented by annual environmental performance reports and occasional site visits. IFC refused to comment on whether or not it had ever visited HAGL’s operations in either Cambodia or Laos; however according to HAGL, such visits have taken place. IFC and Dragon Capital both denied any knowledge of HAGL’s public admission of illegality in its operations in Cambodia and Laos, when listing on London’s PSM in 2011 (as described in Box 4).

The evidence gathered in this report from villagers impacted by HAGL clearly reveals that the IFC’s oversight and monitoring of their financial investments in the company has been derisory. A 2011 appraisal of IFC’s financial sector investments by its Compliance Advisor Ombudsman (CAO) reached similar conclusions: that its investments through financial intermediaries are frequently unable to guarantee implementation of its environmental and social safeguards, or ensure adequate due diligence. As the IFC increases its financing to the private sector in developing countries, the risks and problems exposed in this report are likely to become more commonplace.

Deutsche Bank, meanwhile, has no internal environmental or social policies governing its own investments, whether directly or through other financial intermediaries. Nevertheless, as part of its membership of the Banking Environment Initiative and the Global Compact, it has publicly committed to upholding human rights, environmental and anti-corruption standards. When asked what due diligence Deutsche Bank undertook prior to investing in HAGL and Dong Phu, it responded with reference only to actions taken by DWS. These included accessing brokers’ reports, meetings with senior management and site visits to operations owned by both companies, but only in Vietnam. These procedures are clearly inadequate and have failed to bring to the Bank’s attention HAGL’s 2011 statement about their operations in Cambodia and Laos not being in compliance with the law. However, this failure is not unique. The Bank has already been publicly exposed in 2010 as financing a concession responsible for land grabbing and forced evictions in southwest Cambodia and as result, was forced to divest from the project in November of that year. What is surprising is that neither Deutsche Bank nor DWS appear to have learnt from this experience and continue to be financing land grabbing in Cambodia and Laos.

It is critical that the IFC and Deutsche Bank both urgently take action firstly to require HAGL and VRG to bring their operations inline with national law and their own environmental and social commitments. If neither rubber company has undertaken such changes within six months, the IFC and Deutsche Bank should immediately divest of their financial interests.
Box 4: Admission of illegal activities by HAGL in its overseas rubber investments

"Certain of our existing projects are being developed without necessary government approvals, permits or licenses and development and operation of certain projects are not fully in compliance with applicable laws and regulations.\textsuperscript{276} (emphasis in original) We have not obtained certain approvals, permits and licenses for the development and operation of several of our existing projects. Pursuant to applicable laws and regulations, we may be subject to certain potential administrative liabilities and sanctions due to the lack of necessary approvals, such as fines, temporary or permanent suspension of construction or operations or compulsory termination of investment activities. In addition, the development and operation of some of our projects are not in compliance with the applicable laws and regulations, which may cause a material adverse impact on our businesses.

[W]e have been advised ... with respect to legal matters in Cambodia, Laos and Thailand, that the relevant governmental authorities may still have the power to impose administrative sanctions upon us based on certain of our prior non-compliances ... \textsuperscript{277}

Historically, we have not been fully compliant with the applicable environmental laws in Laos by operating certain of our rubber plantations without the approvals for our environmental and social impact assessments and environmental impact mitigation plans. We are in the process of applying for the necessary permits.\textsuperscript{278}

Note: In a written response to Global Witness in April 2013 asking about this document, HAGL stated some parts of it were translated incorrectly and that the company always follows the law."\textsuperscript{279}
How HAGL and VRG failed to take action when Global Witness presented this evidence to them.

IGNORING THE EVIDENCE

An indigenous woman and her son walk by a rubber concession belonging to a HAGL subsidiary company in Laos in 2013. Company workers burnt down their house which is now inside the plantation, but they have not yet received any compensation.
In August 2012, Global Witness presented the evidence to HAGL and VRG of the negative environmental and social consequences of their rubber plantations in Laos and Cambodia.

Global Witness met with two representatives from HAGL at its headquarters in Vietnam. They stated that forested land inside the company’s concession areas in Cambodia had been assessed by the government as ‘degraded’ and denied involvement in illegal logging. They also argued that local communities did not have land titles and that the company was not aware of any disputes with residents near the concessions. The representatives stated that the company’s first priority was to ensure it was complying with national law. However, when presented with evidence of HAGL’s own admission of non-compliance in its confidential circular offering, they admitted that the company did not fully understand national laws in either Cambodia or Laos.

Global Witness requested that HAGL bring its operations in line with national law in Cambodia and Laos, disclose all relevant documents pertaining to its land concessions and establish a conflict-resolution mechanism with affected communities. Following lengthy communications in September and October 2012, discussions between Global Witness and HAGL stalled, with the company stating that it was not willing to disclose documents to Global Witness or take any further action to remedy the situation.

During a meeting between Global Witness and VRG, its representative explained that all their concessions in Cambodia were awarded by the government, which assured them no local residents would be impacted. Two minor disputes had occurred but had been resolved, and the company denied any involvement in timber trading. When shown evidence of substantial forest clearance around Dong Phu and Dong Nai’s concessions, the representative stated it was a specific case in which timber was used to build workers’ houses.

Global Witness made the same recommendations to VRG’s member companies and affiliates that it did to HAGL; namely bringing their operations in line with national law, disclosing relevant documentation and establishing a grievance resolution process with affected communities. In response, VRG initially agreed to arrange a meeting between its VRG representatives in Cambodia and Global Witness, to disclose contractual documentation. However, discussions stalled in November 2012 and the meeting was cancelled by VRG. Global Witness also met with specific VRG member companies in August 2012, with the following outcomes:

- The representative of Dong Nai stated its concession was entirely legal and denied involvement in illegal logging as the surrounding forest was already degraded before the concession was allocated. He admitted that the company had not consulted with affected communities, just local authorities. When asked to disclose all contractual documents, the company initially promised that its Cambodian office would provide them, but then ignored all further attempts at communication by Global Witness;
- The representative from Dong Phu claimed that their concession area was allocated only on areas of degraded forest, that consultations had been carried out with both local authorities and organisations representing local communities, and that no people lived inside the concession area. The company had undertaken an environmental impact assessment in late 2011, long after it began operations, but this was yet to be approved by the government. Again, when Global Witness requested disclosure of key contractual documents, we were referred to the company’s Cambodian office, but the parent office of Dong Phu refused all further attempts to communicate;
- Mang Yang (the parent company of Hoang Anh Mang Yang) told Global Witness that it had undertaken a two-year consultation with government authorities and local communities before commencing operations. It denied any responsibility for forest clearing on its concession. Mang Yang promised to send Global Witness all relevant documentation and investigate the alleged dispute with local communities. But, despite numerous attempts to continue the correspondence, Global Witness never heard back from Mang Yang.

When asked in April 2013 what action either company had taken since these meetings, both HAGL and VRG declined to comment. Global Witness is not aware of any positive changes made by either HAGL or VRG to their operations in Laos or Cambodia since August 2012. Disputes with local residents continue and satellite analysis reveals significant additional illegal clearing of forest has taken place since then.

Global Witness believes that the apparent inaction of either company since being presented with the evidence in this report demonstrates their disregard for the rule of law, the rights of local communities and their corporate responsibilities. As a result it is imperative that the Governments of Cambodia and Laos immediately cancel the rubber concessions assessed in this report, suspend all of VRG and HAGL’s other rubber-related operations, investigate them fully and, where there is evidence of illegal activities, prosecute the companies and cancel their concessions. Furthermore, both governments must urgently tackle illegal logging associated with land concessions and take legal action where necessary.

HAGL and VRG could have used their investments in Cambodia and Laos as a spring-board to becoming globally significant rubber producers. Instead, they may have irreparably damaged their reputations and credit ratings, and should now face criminal prosecutions.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

According to the Cambodian and Lao governments and the investors they court, large-scale land concessions have a positive impact; driving development and growth. In reality, the new rubber barons – VRG and HAGL – have devastated local livelihoods and the environment in their rush for rubber. The indigenous ethnic minorities of Cambodia and Laos appear to be disproportionately bearing the brunt of these land grabs, despite their rights to land and natural resources being given special protection under international human rights law. One indigenous person asked Global Witness "[W]e understand that the government needs a policy to develop the country, but is it not possible for villagers to ask the government how they are supposed to make a living now?" 207

The evidence presented in this report fits within a wider pattern of fundamental failures of governance in the land and natural resource sectors of Cambodia and Laos. The high-level government connections which HAGL and VRG both have and the impunity with which they conduct their operations, indicate they consider themselves above the law. They also appear to be hiding their beneficial ownership of these rubber plantations behind complex layers of shell companies and through opaque concession management processes. These actions combined fit the classic model of how business and political elites across the region have captured the state and are stripping Cambodia and Laos of their most basic natural asset – the land – whilst families and forests, already vulnerable, are paying the highest price. That Cambodian and Lao government officials are happy to license land grabbing with complete disregard for laws designed to protect people and the environment, in no way vindicates either HAGL or VRG from being held accountable for operations which are against these laws.

The governance failures around concession management in Cambodia and Laos cannot be separated from the broader deterioration of human rights in both countries. In April 2012, environmental activist Chut Wutty was murdered by members of Cambodia’s armed forces while investigating illegal logging; his death was never fully investigated. This was followed within a month by the death of Heng Chantha, a fourteen year old girl killed by Cambodian police while she and her family protested against the grabbing of their land by a rubber plantation company. Human rights groups described 2012 for Cambodia as “the most violent year ever documented in terms of the authorities using lethal force against activists”. 208

In Laos, while the number of community protests against companies taking their land has increased, civil society space has shrunk and those working to support people affected directly by these land disputes find themselves under increasing pressure. In late 2012, the country director of an international organisation was asked to leave Laos following criticism of the government’s land reform strategy. On 15 December 2012, Sombath Somphone, a prominent Lao civil society leader, disappeared after he was stopped by police in the capital Vientiane. 209 As this report goes to press Sombath remains missing.

When the evidence of the negative impact of their rubber operations in Laos and Cambodia, and the illegal nature of their operations and egregious violations of human rights was presented to HAGL and VRG, neither company took substantive action. In fact both continued business as usual. As a result, Global Witness decided to focus the recommendations for action in this report towards the governments responsible for holding them to account before the law and the financiers who are facilitating their activities.

The IFC presently invests in HAGL through financial intermediaries. However it has failed to undertake adequate due diligence or oversight to ensure that projects it is financing are in compliance with national laws or IFC’s own commitments. This case study echoes findings of an IFC-wide review which highlighted broad failures in transparency and implementation of environmental or social safeguards. Deutsche Bank also invests in HAGL, as well as VRG’s member company, Dong Phu. Although the bank does not have as sophisticated or comprehensive safeguards framework as the IFC, it has still made public commitments to upholding social and environmental standards.

The issues showcased in this report highlight the absence of binding international frameworks which can be used to stop companies like VRG and HAGL from disregarding human rights or the environment with impunity, particularly when host country governments – such as those in Cambodia and Laos – are failing in this duty. As financial and commodity flows become increasingly globalised, international institutions are evermore implicated in such land grabs, as are the governments of countries where predatory land ‘investors’ are based.

Global political leadership is urgently required to create and enforce internationally applicable, binding regulations to tackle this scandal. The focus of the world’s leaders on ‘getting their own house in order’ at June 2013’s G8 summit provides a clear opportunity to crack down on companies which impede development, and to stamp out the corruption, cronyism, human rights violations and the elite capture of natural resources which pervade so many land deals.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The Governments of Cambodia and Laos should take urgent action on the cases of HAGL and VRG, as well as implementing broader reforms to land concession management, as follows:

1. Immediately cancel land concessions owned by the following companies whose illegal activities are detailed in this report: Heng Brother, CRD, Hoang Anh Oyadav, Hoang Anh Mang Yang, Krong Buk, Dong Phu, Dong Nai, Tan Bien, Hoang Anh Attapeu Company, LVFG, HAGL Xekong and Viet-Lao Company. Return the cancelled concession areas to the legitimate tenure holders and initiate prosecutions against those responsible for breaches of the law;

2. Immediately suspend all other VRG and HAGL-related rubber concession operations in Laos and Cambodia and fully investigate the companies’ operations. In cases where evidence is found of illegal activities, prosecute those responsible and cancel the companies’ concession contracts if, during these investigations, government officials are found to have broken the law, or been complicit in HAGL and VRG’s illegal activities, they must also be prosecuted;

3. Immediately halt all illegal logging operations in or near to rubber concessions related to HAGL and VRG. Specifically, the Cambodian government must investigate the evidence presented in this report of illegal logging activities by the Seng Keang Company, Okhna Try Pheap and all individuals and businesses controlled by them and investigate the allegations of illegal timber exports to Vietnam and initiate criminal prosecutions;

4. Only consider permitting VRG and HAGL to undertake future rubber production or processing activities in either Cambodia and Laos if the following conditions have been met:
   • All their operations are brought in line with the law, including, in Cambodia, the 10,000ha legal limit on the area the companies are allowed to operate;
   • Affected communities have been given access to a dispute resolution mechanism which is independent and participatory, involves the companies and local government authorities, and has civil society oversight at all stages. This process must be completed satisfactorily and have the capacity to meet demands from local residents for the return of land, forests and other resources, and compensation paid for damage caused;
   • Key documents have been publicly disclosed (at a minimum, the concession map and boundaries, environmental and social impact assessments and management plans, resettlement and compensation plans, and contract terms and conditions), in a form accessible and comprehensible to local communities;

5. Strengthen the capacity of government officials and local authorities to understand and enforce legal procedures to govern land concessions. Undertake targeted revisions of legal and policy frameworks prioritising inter alia: recognising land rights, especially indigenous people’s right to free, prior and informed consent; enforcing legal limits on the size of concessions; tackling illegal logging in and around land concessions; and disclosing hidden beneficial ownership;
   • In Cambodia, the Prime Minister, Land Ministry and all involved in the implementation of Directive 01 should take urgent steps to ensure it does not undermine existing provisions in law, especially those relating to indigenous collective land rights; that it contains a grievance and redress mechanism, including permitting civil society oversight at all stages; and that the process is fully transparent;

6. End secrecy and improve accountability around concession allocation and management:
   • Establish, disclose and update registries of company beneficial ownership;
   • Disclose all relevant documentation relating to land concession holdings and management in a form accessible and comprehensible to local communities. In Cambodia, this involves ensuring the existing MAFF ELC database is up to date, complete and available in non-internet based formats for local communities. In Laos, this requires establishing and maintaining a mechanism for concession disclosure;
   • Create independent oversight and monitoring processes for land concession management, such as parliamentary concession review committees and formalised civil society involvement in consultation processes with communities potentially affected by proposed concessions.
The International Financial Corporation should:
7. Immediately initiate an investigation, led by the relevant regional vice-president, into the evidence presented in this report and failures highlighted around IFC’s own oversight of its investments in HAGL;

8. Suspend and do not consider any further investments in HAGL (or VRG and other large-scale rubber plantation projects) directly, or through financial intermediaries, until due diligence and site visits are able to prove that all standards and policies are being implemented in all operations in Cambodia and Laos. This includes legal compliance, resolving disputes with local residents and disclosing basic information, as outlined in recommendation 4 above. Additionally, confirm that the standard of free, prior and informed consent of potentially affected indigenous minority communities is being implemented;²⁰⁰

9. If HAGL does not commit to and furthermore undertake such operational changes within six months, then the IFC should immediately divest from all its financial equities and interests;

10. Urgently undertake a wider review of IFC lending to financial intermediaries, taking account of the conclusions and recommendations of the 2011 CAO audit and committing to develop a new strategy for these modes of investments which will make them more transparent and accountable.

Deutsche Bank should:
11. Immediately initiate an independent investigation into the evidence presented in this report and operational failures of HAGL and VRG;

12. Suspend and do not consider any further investments in HAGL, VRG or other large-scale rubber plantation projects directly, or through financial intermediaries, until due diligence and site visits are able to prove that all standards and policies are being implemented in all operations. This includes legal compliance, resolving disputes with local residents and disclosing basic information, as outlined in recommendation 4 above;

13. If HAGL and VRG do not commit to and furthermore undertake such operational changes within six months, then Deutsche Bank should immediately divest from all financial equities and interests form both companies.
Global political leadership is required to create and enforce internationally applicable, binding regulations to tackle land grabbing. Significant progress could be achieved through two immediate steps by all governments:

14. Committing to implementing the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure, making these standards legally binding and with extra-territorial reach, in other words covering the activities of companies investing in land overseas;

15. Using the June 2013 summit of the G8, with its focus on transparency and its members ‘getting their own house in order’, as a platform for global leaders to speak out against land grabbing and commit to introducing regulations to end the involvement of companies registered within their jurisdictions in such investments.

Given the risks that human rights defenders, activists and other critics of government policy currently face in Cambodia and Laos, it is imperative that all actions taken to investigate and remedy the problems outlined in this report are done with specific efforts being taken to protect the communities in question, particularly the sources who provided evidence for this report.
# ANNEX

TABLES DETAILING THE LAND CONCESSIONS OWNED BY OR BELIEVED TO BE AFFILIATED WITH HAGL AND VRG IN CAMBODIA AND LAOS

## TABLE 1: CONCESSIONS IN LAOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>OWNED BY HAGL100 – COMPANY NAME</th>
<th>SIZE OF CONCESSION (ha), LOCATION AND DATE CONTRACT SIGNED (IF KNOWN)</th>
<th>HAGL'S RESPONSE TO GLOBAL WITNESS WHEN PRESENTED WITH THIS INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Hoang Anh Attapeu Company101</td>
<td>20,000; Saysetha, Attapeu Province; 2005</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Hoang Anh – Quang Minh Rubber Industrial and Agricultural JSC102</td>
<td>2,549; Attapeu Province; unknown area in Thateng and Laman, Xekong Province</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL LAND CONCESSION HOLDINGS BELONGING TO HAGL IN LAOS:</strong></td>
<td>22,549ha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Lao-Viet Friendship Group103</td>
<td>8,000; Thateng, Xekong Province; 2006</td>
<td>HAGL confirms that it holds a 28% stake in LVFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Hoang Anh Gia Lai Xekong104</td>
<td>4,000; Xekong Province</td>
<td>Based on testimony of local residents and sources monitoring sector, 2012-13, HAGL denies owning this concession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL LAND CONCESSION HOLDINGS BELIEVED TO BE AFFILIATED WITH HAGL IN LAOS:</strong></td>
<td>Est. 34,549ha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Quasa Geruco Joint Stock Co.105</td>
<td>Reportedly holding 5,737 to 8,650; Phin, Rong and Xepon, Savannakhet Province</td>
<td>VRG declined to comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Viet-Lao Rubber JSC106</td>
<td>10,016; Bachien and Sanasombuon, Champasak Province</td>
<td>VRG declined to comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Dau Tieng Viet – Lao Rubber JSC Co.107</td>
<td>6,397; Bachien and Sanasombuon, Champasak Province and Loengman, Saravane Province</td>
<td>VRG declined to comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Hoang Anh – Quang Minh Rubber Industrial and Agricultural JSC108</td>
<td>2,549; Attapeu Province; unknown area in Thateng and Laman, Xekong Province</td>
<td>VRG declined to comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>SGS Rubber 35 Co.</td>
<td>356; location unknown</td>
<td>VRG declined to comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Ho Chi Minh City Rubber JSC Co. (also known as Ho Chi Minh Youth Co.)109</td>
<td>823; location unknown</td>
<td>VRG declined to comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL LAND HOLDINGS BELONGING TO MEMBER COMPANIES OF VRG IN LAOS:</strong></td>
<td>28,893ha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Dak-Lak Rubber Company110</td>
<td>10,000; Pathoumphon and Bachien Districts, Champasak, Loangman District, Saravane and Attapeu Province</td>
<td>Company listed as affiliated with VRG according to 2009 VRG activity report to Cambodian government, supported by published research in company’s operations in Laos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL LAND CONCESSION HOLDINGS BELIEVED TO BE AFFILIATED WITH VRG IN LAOS:</strong></td>
<td>Est. 38,893ha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>COMPANY NAME</td>
<td>SIZE OF CONCESSION (ha), LOCATION AND DATE CONTRACT SIGNED (IF KNOWN)</td>
<td>VRG’S RESPONSE TO GLOBAL WITNESS WHEN PRESENTED WITH THIS INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Hoang Anh Andong Meas Co. Ltd. (Vrachey)</td>
<td>9,770; Ta Veang, Ratanakiri Province; 15/3/2011</td>
<td>Denied owning this concession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Hoang Anh Andong Meas Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>9,470; Lumphat Wildlife Sanctuary, Ratanakiri Province</td>
<td>Stated this is a palm oil concession but denied it is located within Lumphat Wildlife Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hoang Anh Sydav Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>9,020; Andong Meas, Ratanakiri Province; 22/8/2011</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C.R.B. Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>2,36; Andong Meas, Ratanakiri Province; 31/7/2009</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hoang Anh Lumphat Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>7,591; Andong Meas, Ratanakiri Province; 31/7/2009</td>
<td>Confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rithy Granite (Cambodia) Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>9,173; Lumphat Wildlife Sanctuary, Ratanakiri Province; 8/11/2012</td>
<td>Denies that this concession is within Lumphat Wildlife Sanctuary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hoang Anh Ratanakiri Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Confirmed that this company is a subsidiary of HAGL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL LAND CONCESSION HOLDINGS BELONGING TO HAGL IN CAMBODIA: 47,370ha

MEMBER COMPANIES OF VRG** – COMPANY NAME | SIZE OF CONCESSION (ha), LOCATION AND DATE CONTRACT SIGNED (IF KNOWN) | VRG’S RESPONSE TO GLOBAL WITNESS WHEN PRESENTED WITH THIS INFORMATION |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hoang Buk – Ratanakiri Rubber Development Project</td>
<td>6,699; Ta Veang and Andong Meas, Ratanakiri Province; 9/4/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hoang Anh Mang Yang N Rubber Development Project</td>
<td>6,699; Vunseai, Ratanakiri Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dong Phu – Kratie Rubber Development Project</td>
<td>8,141; Sambou, Kratie Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dong Nal – Kratie Rubber Development Project</td>
<td>7,631; Sambou, Kratie Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Chu Ramb – Kratie Rubber Development Project</td>
<td>6,434; Sambou, Kratie Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Chu Prong – Stung Treng Rubber Project (Binh Phuoc 1)</td>
<td>8,926; Kao Exima, Mondulkiri Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Vietnam Kampuchea Economic Trade and Industry Ltd. Co. (VKET – Luc Nich)</td>
<td>5,059; Sambou, Kratie Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Dau Theng – Cambodia Rubber Development Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>7,972; Kratie Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dau Thang – Kratie Rubber Development Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>8,892; Kratie Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Tan Bien – Kampong Thom Rubber Development Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>8,100; Kampong Thom Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Pho Cha Kampong Thom Rubber Development Project</td>
<td>4,502; Kampong Thom Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Chu Pael Rubber Development Project (CRCK)</td>
<td>6,100; Kampong Thom Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Chu Sa – Kampong Thom Rubber Development Project (CRCK)</td>
<td>8,235; Boeng Por Wildlife Sanctuary, Kampong Thom and Siem Reap Provinces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>BuRa – Kampong Thom Rubber Development Project</td>
<td>4,879; Kampong Thom Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21a</td>
<td>Bean Heak Investment Co. Ltd (Chu Se)</td>
<td>4,389; Prasat Balaeng, Stung Treng, Kampong Thom Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21b</td>
<td>Bean Heak Investment Co. Ltd (Chu Sa)</td>
<td>5,093; Siem Reap, Preah Vihear and Kampong Thom Provinces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Thuy Nhien Siem Reap Rubber Development Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>7,600; Oddar Meanchey Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Caosuchon Meaking Co. Ltd. (Tan Bien 5)</td>
<td>8,000; Boeng Por Wildlife Sanctuary, Kampong Thom Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Nauoeu Leav Oi DSC Ltd.</td>
<td>8,440; Lumphat District, Ratanakiri Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Chu Prong R Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>Unknown size or location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL LAND CONCESSION HOLDINGS BELONGING TO MEMBER COMPANIES OF VRG IN CAMBODIA: 132,892ha

HOLDINGS BELIEVED TO BE AFFILIATED TO VRG | SIZE OF CONCESSION (ha), LOCATION AND DATE CONTRACT SIGNED (IF KNOWN) | EXPLANATION OF AFFILIATION |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Niri Development</td>
<td>807; Vunseai, Ratanakiri Province; 3/7/2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Doty Saison Donh Thusc / Dau Tu Saison - Binh Phuoc</td>
<td>6,436; Location unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Dak Lai Rubber Company</td>
<td>5,113; Pichrada, Mondulkiri Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>PNT Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>7,900; Rovieng, Preah Vihear Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Thy Nga Development and Investment Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>6,060; Rovieng, Preah Vihear Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Rithy Granite (Cambodia) Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>2,038; Boeng Por Wildlife Sanctuary, Preah Vihear Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Viet Lao K. Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>Size unknown, Kratie Province</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL LAND CONCESSION HOLDINGS BELIEVED TO BE AFFILIATED WITH VRG IN CAMBODIA: 136,966ha
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